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The 2018 Camden Conference—
Camden Conference keynote speaker Steve Walt   PHOTO BY LINDSAY HEALD

by Christine ParrishIt’s 2018 and America should be doing 
better. 
Unemployment is low,

the economy is perking
along and the stock market
has been booming, with some notable cor-
rections, for the better part of a decade. 

Main Street America is not feeling it.
The health care system is failing, most of

our roads have potholes and bridges have
cracks, our educational system is anemic,
most Americans have no savings or retire-
ment, and veterans from our interminable
wars are trapped in their own subclass. 

Sure, there are plenty of imported cheap 
T-shirts and electronics to buy, but the nation

is deeply in debt, real wages have not budged
for 40 years for many Americans, who may 
be able to afford a big-screen TV, an iPhone

and a gun, but probably
only if they put it on a
credit card.

Who’s to blame? 
Is it authoritarian China flexing its econom-

ic muscles around Asia while undercutting
American wage workers? Is it Russia rattling
its saber in Eastern Europe. Is it Obama? Is
it Trump?

There must be somebody to blame.
There is, according to Stephen Walt, a

defense and foreign policy analyst and a pro-
fessor of international affairs at Harvard.

It’s us. 
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NeverAgainmovement:
“We Call BS”
Emma Gonzalez is one of the 
high school students who in
response to the deaths of 17 of
their schoolmates last week 
began the Never Again movement.
Following is the text of the speech
she gave last Saturday at a gun
control rally in Fort Lauderdale.

Every single person up here today, all
these people should be at home
grieving. But instead we are up here

standing together because if all our gov-
ernment and president can do is send
thoughts and prayers, then it’s time for vic-
tims to be the change that we need to see.
Since the time of the Founding Fathers and
since they added the Second Amendment
to the Constitution, our guns have devel-
oped at a rate that leaves me dizzy. The
guns have changed, and the laws have not.

We certainly do not understand why it
should be harder to make plans with
friends on weekends than to buy an auto-
matic or semi-automatic weapon. In Flori-
da, to buy a gun you do not need a permit,
you do not need a gun license, and once
you buy it, you do not need to register it.
You do not need a permit to carry a con-
cealed rifle or shotgun. You can buy as
many guns as you want at one time.

I read something very powerful to me
today.… “When adults tell me I have the
right to own a gun, all I can hear is my
right to own a gun outweighs your stu-
dent’s right to live. All I can hear is mine,
mine, mine, mine.”

Instead of worrying about our AP Gov
chapter 16 test, we have to be studying our
notes to make sure that our arguments
based on politics and political history are 
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“None of those projects have turned out well, we are still
fighting in half a dozen countries and there is no end in sight.
Meanwhile, the Middle East is in flames and U.S. inter-
ference helped create failed states in Libya, and Yemen, and
Syria.”
Freeman gave two examples of the impacts of Ameri-

can-initiated regime change without a commitment to
nation-building: four million Middle Easterners dead so far
and a mass exodus of people moving into Europe as
refugees.
Here at home, the 2008 financial crisis centered on Wall

Street and was largely based on U.S.-led policies. It spread
to Europe and affected much of the world.
“That punctured the myth that Wall Street was better at

running a modern economy than anyone else,” said Walt. 
According to Freedom House, democracy faced major

declines around the world in 2017, with 71 countries show-
ing net declines in human rights and civil liberties and only
35 countries registered gains. 
“This marked the twelfth consecutive year of decline in

global freedom,” said Walt. 
At the same time, the U.S. Congress has given the U.S.

president broad authority to take military action, curtail civ-
il liberties here at home and break international norms on
how prisoners of war should be treated. 
All of these and more add up to the reason the Economist

Democracy Index downgraded the U.S. last year from a Full
to a Flawed democracy.
Most of the Camden Conference speakers agreed that

after 25 years of exporting The American Way,  the U.S. is
largely responsible for the unstable world we now find our-
selves in.
Why Do We Keep Following a Failed Model?
Even though it was failing to bring the promised peace

and prosperity, the U.S. was invested in the America Knows
Best interventionist foreign policy approach based on the
market-based democracy model. Politicians in both parties
supported it, government institutions internalized its val-
ues and industries profited from supporting it — many still
do.

The frameworks for it were also already in place as a hold-
over from the Cold War when bunching up with the U.S.
against the common threat of Russia was mostly beneficial.
It might even have worked, if we had embraced it, said

Walt. But we didn’t know how to do nation building and
we didn’t want to invest in it. We didn’t invest in diploma-
cy either, or crafting negotiated treaties or agreements that
could provide frameworks for governance. Instead, we
shunted our money into military force and thwarted nego-
tiations with non-democracies, he said. 
Populism Walks in Through the Open Door
In the U.S., this approach was largely responsible for fuel-

ing the rise in populism that opened the door for presiden-
tial candidates with a strong isolationist stance who would
“Put America First Again,” make European NATO coun-
tries pay more for defense, reduce military troops, halt nation
building and pull out of international trade agreements with
Mexico, China and other Asian countries. 
Populism is growing  in the U.S. and in much of Europe

due, in part, to no longer having an external threat now that
the Cold War is gone and partially as a result of the Great
Recession, according to Wall Street Journal columnist Ger-
ald Seib, a former Washington Bureau Chief for the Wall
Street Journal.
Populism is also the child of today’s reality that the elite

were not punished for causing the financial collapse and
continue to be rewarded while wages remain sluggish for
the rest of us, according to Seib.
It’s important to define what type of populism, said con-

ference speaker Thea Mei Lee. There is the social democ-
racy Bernie Sanders brand and the Donald Trump nativist
anti-trade, anti-immigrant brand, said Lee.
“Race has become the scapegoat for this,” she said.
Lee. who is with the Economic Policy Institute and is a

former leader in the AFL-CIO, told Camden Conference-
goers it was a mistake to think that the rise of populism was
the same as nationalism or fascism.
“We don’t need to pull out of trade. We need new norms,”

said Lee in her session on discussing the importance of labor
rights and wages in international agreements. 
The U.S. has undermined its democratic values and its

economic clout in international trade deals by protecting
corporate interests over those of workers in trade deals like
the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA)
between the U.S., Mexico and Canada, she said.
“NAFTA was not about Mexico stealing U.S. jobs,” she

said.  “It was about multinational corporations stealing jobs
because trade agreements protected investors, not workers.” 
“We have yielded our sovereignty to the corporate elite,

not China,” she said. 
Putting workers rights and environmental fairness on par

with corporate interest in negotiated trade deals is in Amer-
ica’s best economic and democratic interest, said Lee.
What we need to do, Lee said, is drop the crappy corpo-

rate stuff and give American workers a real voice.
“We still live in a democracy,” she said. “We created these

policies. We can change them.”
Trump Dragged Back to The American Way
As the U.S. pulls away from engagement in favor of retal-

iation, other countries are stepping in to define and nego-
tiate the rules of engagement on trade and other issues.
In spite of leaving the Paris Climate Accords and the

Transpacific Partnership (TPP), Trump is being dragged
back into the failed model of exporting market-based
democracy and being the policeman of the world, accord-
ing to Walt. 
In spite of saying on the campaign trail that he wouldn’t,

Trump reaffirmed the American commitment to NATO. In
spite of saying he would pull out troops in the Middle East,
he’s added more. In spite of saying he would not do nation
building, the U.S. is still doing it, though without enough
resources to be successful. 
“He’s increased military spending,” said Walt. “That’s

not unusual, either. And, so far, he hasn’t torn up NAFTA.”
And, like the three previous presidents before him, Trump

has used human rights as a cudgel against our enemies and
given countries we consider friends a pass on the same
human rights questions, according to Walt.
Even the Korean stand-off is likely to simmer down into

something similar to what we had before, since no coun-
try has anything to gain and a lot to lose from nuclear con-
flict. Real productive talks are unlikely, however.
“Trump’s foreign policy is not that different than what we’ve

seen before,” said Walt. “It’s not new. It’s just not subtle.”
“As it stands now, we have a failed grand strategy imple-

mented by an incompetent,” he said. “But he has a ways to
go before he does something quite as dumb as invading Iraq.”
That said, the atmosphere of uncertainty that he has cre-

ated has global impact. 
“Other countries no longer trust us to do the right thing,”

said Walt, citing a poll that showed 64 percent of those polled
in other countries thought Obama would try to do the right
thing, but only 22 percent had confidence Trump would. 
“The U.S. also came in third after China and Russia when

asked which countries were trustworthy,” he said.

Walt was the keynote speaker at the Camden Conference
on foreign policy, whose main stage is at the Camden Opera
House each year. The conference was held over the week-
end of February 16 to 18, with virtual sites in Belfast, Rock-
land and Portland. The conference was also streamed live.
The focus of this year’s Camden Conference was on

America’s role and its future in the new world order where
no single power is likely to be a global leader in the 21st
century the way the U.S. was in the 20th century.
“There is a wide sense that the world order we have been

familiar with for decades is crumbling before our eyes,”
said Walt. “The United States is responsible for a lot of what
has gone wrong in recent years — not all of it, but a lot —
and those failures helped bring Donald Trump to the pres-
idency.”
America Helped Establish The New World Disorder
The unsettled times in which we now find ourselves are

largely the result of uncompromising American arrogance
in our foreign policy, according to Walt; a view that held
our way of running the world was the best way and the only
way we would support. 
A shift started 25 years ago with U.S. actions on the world

stage after the fall of the Berlin Wall.
In 1993, American market-based democracy looked to

many leading experts at the time to be the right model for
the post-Cold War era. 
Undergirding it was an assumption that economics, not

human beings, were the primary driving force in shaping
society. Capitalism wasn’t exactly democracy, but it was
darn close was the thinking and, with American persuasion,
market-based economics would create the rising tide that
would lift all boats, as the saying goes, and lead the way
to increased individual freedoms, the rule of law, and sta-
bility favorable to the U.S.
At the time, it seemed plausible that the U.S. could lead

the way to a new age of peace and prosperity.
“In 1993, we were on good terms with all the major pow-

ers, including Russia and China. Democracy was spread-
ing worldwide, including in Latin America and the former
Soviet empire,” said Walt. “Iraq had been disarmed, Iran
had exactly zero nuclear centrifuges operating and the 1994
framework appeared to cap North Korea’s nuclear pro-
grams.”
The World Trade Organization had formed, markets were

expanding around the world, so were NATO and the EU,
which led to adopting the Euro as a single currency.
“Finally, the Oslo Accords created a genuine hope for an

elusive peace in the Middle East,” said Walt.
“The U.S. assumed they had the right, responsibility and

the wisdom to spread democracy peacefully or by force to
manage local politics anywhere in the world,” he said.
That foreign policy formula continued on through the

administrations of Bill Clinton, George W. Bush, and Obama.
And it failed. Spectacularly.

Cam Con Speakers Dissect U.S. Mistakes
Walt provided an overview on Friday whose outline was

filled in by experts who spoke over the weekend. The Cam-
den Conference, now in its 31st year, has become a well-
known forum that attracts foreign policy experts from
around the globe to participate in what Chas Freeman, the
former American Ambassador to Saudi Arabia and a speak-
er at this year’s conference, called one of the best citizen
engagement sessions in the country.
In recent years, the Camden Conference curricula have

been integrated into high school and college classrooms,
with many students now attending the conference. This year’s
conference was sold out in all three midcoast locations.
A Spectacular Failure
Over the past 25 years, that nearsighted and vain attempt

to export the American brand of market-based democracy
around the world — sometimes through cooperation, some-
times through sanctions, and too often by military force
— has been in large part responsible for rising inequality,
declining freedom, and increasing uncertainty both here at
home and around the globe, according to several speakers. 
The American failures mount up, said Walt.
“Now, our relationship with Russia is worse than at any

time since the Cold War, Moscow and Beijing are cooper-
ating in various ways  and other strategic alliances are being
formed to try to keep the U.S. in check,” he said.
Since 1993, India, North Korea and Pakistan have all test-

ed nuclear weapons. Iran, which the U.S. refused to nego-
tiate with at all unless they dropped their nuclear ambitions,
went from zero to 19,000 centrifuges before a deal was bro-
kered under the Obama administration in 2015 in what Walt
called one of the few successes in American foreign poli-
cy over the past three decades.
During the same time frame, the number of Israeli set-

tlers has tripled.
Walt pointed out that the Middle East peace deal was on

life support even before Trump declared it dead by saying
out loud what we had been doing anyway: supporting  Israel
over Palestine. 
We also launched two wars plus a Global War on Terror.

2018 CAMDEN CONFERENCE CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Evan Medeiros, a former National Security Council
advisor to Obama, top, and Thea Mai Lee, president
of the Economic Policy Institute and former policy
director and international economist for the 
AFL-CIO   PHOTO BY LINDSAY HEALD

Ambassador Chas Freeman, Jr. was Nixon’s inter-
preter on his historic trip to China and has served 
in the U.S. State and Defense departments.  
PHOTO BY LINDSAY HEALD
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In securing Ukraine and Crimea to stop NATO expan-
sion, Russia did the same kinds of things the U.S. did in
Latin America to stop communist regimes, said Walt. 
“I’m not saying it’s right,” said Walt. “I’m saying it’s

understandable.”
It is very unlikely they have the resources or inclination

to push farther, he said.
Furthermore, Europe spends more on defense as a group

under the EU than Russia does, said Walt. It does not need
major assistance from the U.S. anymore.  It’s time to scale
back.
“In the Middle East, we should make sure no one domi-

nates the region and we can help achieve that if we stop
favoring some countries — like Saudi Arabia, Turkey, Israel
and Egypt — over others and have regular relations with
all of them,” said Walt. That includes a business-like work-
ing relationship with Iran that is more likely to increase sta-
bility than our continued threats to invade.
“Most Americans, including Trump’s base, probably sup-

port a realistic policy with Iran, a focus on Asia and reduc-
ing our military involvement in the world,” said Walt. 
Stop, Hey, That’s Democracy Going Down
Walt, a foreign policy expert who said he makes no claims

to being a U.S. policy analyst, concluded that the biggest
threat to America is itself.
“The biggest threat is the damage we are doing to ourselves

right now, not foreign actors,” said Walt. “We are polarized
and have economic inequality and social inequality.” 
“I am most concerned about the unraveling of our own

democracy,” he said. “We will have to find a way to reweave
it.”
Notably, it is just these conditions that have led to pro-

gressive movements historically.
“There is no guarantee that will happen,” he said.

Speakers at past Camden Conferences have commonlyused their considerable experience and expertise to tack-
le knotty foreign policy problems and sometimes offer solu-
tions. Advocating political action has been rare. 
Not this year. 
Most speakers, either directly or indirectly, said it was up

to us to turn the growing populism away from madness and
towards the better angels of our democracy.
“What we can do is actively promote democracy and

human rights here at home through example to create a soci-
ety others would want to emulate,” said Walt. 
Run for school board, run for state office, campaign for

candidates, they offered. The U.S. needs to be involved in
the world and Americans need to be involved in their des-
tiny.
“ Contribute to the right candidates, how ever you see

that,” said Walt.
“Vote.”

The Chinese Happy Meal
First, the good news is that the U.S. is still secure. We

have the most powerful military in the world, one of the
world’s largest economies, great universities. We have two
vast ocean borders that still count in deterring others and
substantial natural resources including one eighth of the
world’s cropland and energy independence, according to
Walt and Freeman. 
Second, we should use our still considerable position in

the world to be involved in the world and keep other pow-
ers, like China, from dominating parts of it, said Walt. 
China does not aspire to world dominance in the same

way the U.S. did in the 20th century, according to Evan
Medeiros, but is actively establishing economic and strate-
gic dominance in the Asian Pacific with a sophisticated com-
bination of trade, foreign policy and territorial initiatives.
Medeiros, who spoke on Chinese-American relations at

the conference, was a special assistant to President Obama
and served on his National Security Council as an Asia expert.
Some Americans may be making the mistake of thinking

that China is still the T-shirt factory of the world it was in
the 1990s. It isn’t. 
China now has a larger middle class than the entire 

population of the U.S. and has focused its attention on
expanding in the solar-power sector, the tech sector, and
robotics, among other areas, and seeks to be the leader in
designing and producing the machines that make the world’s
robotics.
Pulling out of the TPP, a trade agreement with Asian coun-

tries brokered by Obama and which Trump pulled out of
three days into his presidency, left the region open for Chi-
na to define the terms.
Countries that signed on to the Chinese Belt and Road

Initiative last year will build a land-and-sea trade route with
ports, pipelines, trains, telecommunications infrastructure
and highways financed by China (and likely engineered and
built by Chinese workers, in some places), thus connecting
68 countries and providing access to the Indian Ocean and
giving China a military port there. It is the largest infrastruc-
ture project the world has ever seen, costing somewhere
between $4 and $8 trillion, reaching about 65 percent of the
world’s population and encompassing an area that produces
about 40 percent of global GDP (Gross Domestic Product),
according to several economic estimates.
Many of those countries would have preferred to have

the U.S. involved in a regional trade agreement which, some
analysts say, would have looked very different than the Belt
and Road Initiative. Now, those same countries are not like-
ly to go it alone against an increasingly dominant China, to
broker unilateral trade agreements with the U.S., according
to Medeiros.
It is unlikely the Belt and Road Initiative would have

come to be signed at all if the U.S. hadn’t stepped away
from the trade table, according to some analysts.
Freeman reminded the audience of the risk.
“If you’re not at the table, you are probably being served

for dinner,” said Freeman.
Stepping away from treaties did not begin with this admin-

stration, said Avril Haines, the former Deputy Director of
the CIA under Obama.
Under Trump, it has ground to a halt. Not one treaty has

been introduced to the Senate since he took office 13 months
ago.
Haines had a broader message about the importance of

the U.S. being involved in crafting international treaties on
trade, security, human rights and more.
It is a mistake and a security risk for the U.S., she said.

“Treaties are negotiated agreements where no country is
likely to get all they want but all countries get something
they want,” she said. They serve as a set of internationally
recognized norms. When conflict arises, they provide a use-
ful tool on how to address them. 
“They have enormous value by providing a set of nego-

tiated guidelines and agreements on how to address threats,”
said Haines. 
Right now, we have pressing problems with no clear way

to address them, said Haines,  including cyber attacks inter-
fering with elections; the refugee crisis and who should pay
and where refugees should go; and Russia shutting off their
gas pipeline to Europe based on political reasons.
Step Away from the War Machine
We need to deemphasize military power and prioritize

peace, said Walt. 
“That should be our goal in almost all circumstances. We

have little to gain from conflict and we can gain economi-
cally and in human and civil rights from peace.”
War causes untold human suffering and peace is moral-

ly preferable and it is in our best interest, said Walt. “In this
context, a military parade is about the dumbest idea you can
think of.”
“We could downgrade our military commitment in

Europe,” said Walt, noting it was a reasonable thing to do,
since Russia is a declining power with limited access to
resources and innovation and poses no real expansionist
threat to Europe. 

2018 CAMDEN CONFERENCE CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7
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Rising Sea Levels —
A New Player in the Global Security Game
Cleo Paskal, an international security
analyst based in London at Chatham

House, shows how the U.S. stands 
to lose to China in the Pacific.   

PHOTO BY LINDSAY HEALD

by Christine ParrishMelting polar ice, rising sea levels and
catastrophic hurricanes are now estab-

lished factors in national security and for-
eign policy, according to Cleo Paskal, a pol-
icy analyst based at Chatham House in
London who researches the security, eco-
nomic, and political implications of climate
change around the world. 
Paskal looked at two major players at the

Camden Conference: the U.S. and China.
Airports are typically built on river plains

or in flat places that are subject to flooding,
said Paskal.  As such, American air force
bases are increasingly becoming liabilities,
not defense installations. This was the case at Keesler Air
Force Base during Hurricane Katrina and at other U.S.
military bases around the world. A report released to Con-
gress this January showed that over half of the 3,500 U.S.
military bases around the world are affected by the chang-
ing climate.
The Arctic is becoming increasingly important in glob-

al security as melting polar ice opens up the way for ship-
ping. Chinese leaders surprised many security analysts
in January when they announced plans to establish a new
trade route called the Polar Silk Road across the top of the
world — in spite of the fact that China has no territory
adjacent to the Arctic. There is no internationally adopted
Arctic Treaty in place to stop them, although Arctic pow-
ers, including the U.S., are concerned.
Little islands are having big impacts, too. The 200-mile

marine Exclusive Economic Zone, or EEZ, gives each
small island a big territorial footprint on the globe under
the international treaty known as the Law of the Sea.
Right now, the U.S. has the largest EEZ footprint in the

Asia Pacific due to its territorial claim to islands. But the
Law of the Sea left a big loophole: it didn’t account for
rising seas swallowing up islands — something that is cur-
rently happening. Will the 200-mile EEZ go down
in the drink, too? Maybe. If it does, it will change

American influence in the region. 
While islands sink in some places, China is building

islands in the South China Sea to capture the territorial
claim to the 200-mile EEZ. 
A rock with a hut attached manned by three unlucky

Chinese soldiers doesn’t look like part of a grand territo-
rial strategy, but it is. A military installation built on a Chi-
nese-made island at Fiery Cross Reef in the Spratly Islands
shows why. 
According to the Center for Strategic and International

Studies, the man-made islands have hardened shelters with
retractable roofs for mobile missile launchers, enough
hangars to house 28 military planes, and a runway long
enough to land a Chinese bomber that could perform com-
bat operations within 3,500 miles of the reclaimed reef.
The islands also overlap territorial claims made by Viet-

nam and the Philippines.
Without American engagement in the Law of the Sea

and the other international agreements, the U.S. is poised
to lose territorial advantage and strategic power that will
have real consequences for American trade and security,
said Paskal. The costs will make their way down to Main
Street and American wallets.

A rock, a shack, and three unhappy soldiers give China a 200-mile marine footprint in the South China
Sea.  PHOTO COURTESY CAMDEN CONFERENCE A formidable Chinese military base built on a man-made island in
disputed territory in the South China Sea, May 2015  US NAVY PHOTO
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